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imaging of human kidneys. Precision location of the
vasculature is important for treatment of ischemic disease
of the kidney. We describe the use of saturation technology
(ST) to identify renal vasculature and describe the feasibility
of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of renal arteries with
ST. We obtained renal-artery phase-encoding scans of the

kidneys at 1.5 T and 3 T on 9 healthy subjects. ST was
achieved by off-resonance saturation during acquisition.

Images were calculated as contrast maps with subsequent
subtraction of the off-resonance scan. We used T1-weighted

and unenhanced T2-weighted images to compare the
results with ST-MRI. The distance between arterial branches
was similar on MRI and unenhanced T2-weighted images.

The number of arterial branches was similar on unenhanced
T2-weighted images and contrast-enhanced images. ST-MRI

can be used to acquire anatomical images of the renal
vasculature with a good signal-to-noise ratio.Q: Why is
python list not containing the data after SRE module

execution When I run a program on python (sublime text)
the execution stops immediately after the module sre. It
shows me this result: >>> from sre import sre_compile

>>> compiled_re = sre_compile(regex, flags) >>>
compiled_re >>> s = [re.sub('hello','goodbye',item) for

item in 'hello world' ] >>> s [] I am wondering why s is not
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containing any of the values in list's' I am guessing this is
because the execution of the sre module is stopping the

execution of the program but I cannot understand why. I am
relatively new to python and coding. So please point out

any mistakes in my code. P.S: -I understand that a regex is
a very fundamental thing to understand but I am trying to

understand the cause of this error. A: Regex
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